
Custom Synthesis of Peptides, Synthesis

TechnoConcept is a conglomerate of start-
ups specializing in complex chemistries, with

the ability to synthesize both regular and
intricate reagents and peptides to a high

degree of skill.

We can provide regular peptides with the
desired modifications and conjugation.
which can be used for Antibody
production, biological assays, and
structure-function analysis etc. 

Our team is equipped to handle synthesis
scales varying from milligrams to grams, and
in some instances, up to kilograms.
Furthermore, our associates are proficient in
delivering GMP facility production, complete
with regulatory certifications.

The business model provides contract
research services through Full Time
Assistance (FTA), enabling clients to achieve
their research objectives. We make sure, you
experience an amazing research experience
with us. 

Branched peptides, Conformationally
constrained cyclic peptides, Cysteine-rich
peptides, Toxins, Cyclic thioethers, Cyclic
peptides by click chemistry, stapling and
RCM, Labelled peptides, Derivatized
peptides, Peptoids and Peptidomimetics.

Non-natural amino acid, purification and 
MS/MS of peptide, peptide impurity
identification, Bioorthogonal reaction
peptide therapeutic design, peptide-
chelators, AND Pegylated peptides.

Acquiring Custom or Regular Peptides
In order to obtain a comprehensive quote
with an estimated delivery timeline, kindly
provide the desired peptide sequence,
quantity, and purity specifications.

To initiate research projects, we require a full
write-up and a handful of email
correspondences to iron out any details. We
also offer the option to sign an NDA for
research purposes.

Our Introduction

Scale of Synthesis

What we need from you

Our Expertise where we excel

Regular and Catalogue Peptides

Research Projects 

Enjoy peptide research  with us 

More Expertise
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Write your email to me at rakesh@technoconcept.co.in or call me at xxxx4894
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ST
RIV

E TO DELIVER EXCELLENCE.

OUR COLLABORATION WILL  LEAD TO SUCCESS.


